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Introduction 
 
Location and Access 

 
The Franklin project lies along the Burrell Creek valley in the Christina Range of the Monashee 
Mountains of Southeast BC, approximately 65 km north of Grand Forks, BC.  It covers part of the 
historic Franklin Camp, including the abandoned town sites of Franklin and Gloucester City.  The 
general project location is shown in Figure 1. 
 
The property consists of a contiguous grouping of MTO claims covering much of Mt. McKinley and 
Mt. Franklin, extending across Burrell Creek to the east and along Franklin Creek to the northwest.  
The project area is crossed by the Burrell Creek Forest Service Road (FSR) which is a well-
maintained all-season two wheel drive accessible road which runs along the east side of the Burrell 
Creek Valley in the project area.  Near the northeast boundary of the property a forestry spur road 
crosses Burrell Creek and splits into three branches, providing access to much of the western and 
north-western parts of the project area.  These are recently active logging roads that mostly remain 
in good condition.  The middle branch, accessing the upper part of Franklin Creek, has been 
decommissioned but remains passable by high clearance two-wheel drive vehicles.  The other two 
branches, accessing the Mt. McKinley area south of Franklin Creek and the Gloucester Creek area 
to the north, appear to remain as active forestry roads and are in good condition where they pass 
through the project area.  
 
The entire area was part of an active exploration and mining camp in the early part of the last 
century, and there are therefore also many overgrown and unmaintained roads and trails 
accessing old workings, particularly in the areas surrounding Mt. Franklin and the north side of Mt. 
McKinley. 

 
The area is mountainous, with deep valleys to the west of the broader Burrell Creek Valley.  The 
east-facing slopes tend to be steep, while west-facing slopes are gentler.  The climate is 
generally dry in the summer and the terrain is generally tree-covered, but with relatively little 
underbrush. 
 
 
Tenure Information 

 
The Franklin Project currently consists of 16 Mineral Titles Online claims with a total area of 
1886 hectares.  The project claims form a single contiguous block in an area covering the 
confluence of Franklin, Gloucester and Burrell Creeks, and covering much of Mt. McKinley and 
Mt. Franklin.  It also extends to the northwest along Franklin Creek, including the Twin Creek 
and McDonald Creek areas.  The project claims also include relatively small areas on the east 
side of Burrell Creek north of Dinsmore Creek and along the lower portion of Nichol Creek. Most 
of the project claims cover parts of the historically active Franklin mining camp, with a long 
history of past exploration and previous tenures.  The area includes many reverted crown 
granted mineral claims that no longer hold title, along with a small number of crown grants that 
remain in good standing.  The active crown grants principally cover the past producing Union 
and McKinley Mines, along with parts of the Homestake mine area.  Together these claims 
exclude title to approximately 80 hectares of the total project area. 
 
The claims are all owned by the author, and Crucible Resources Ltd. has an option to acquire 
100% ownership of these claims.  Claim details are shown in Table 1.  Expiry dates shown in 
this table reflect the application of work described in this report.   
 
Figure 2 outlines the tenures of the Franklin Project.   
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Figure 1 – Franklin Project Location Map 
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Figure 2 – Project Tenure Outline 
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Table 1:  Franklin Project Mineral Tenures
Title 

Number Claim Name Owner

Map 

Number Issue Date Good To Date Area (ha)

1015696 UNION TAILS 145582 (100%) 082E 2013/jan/04 2015/jul/31 41.92

1016556 NELLIE 145582 (100%) 082E 2013/feb/02 2015/jul/31 20.96

1019846 AVERRILL NW 145582 (100%) 082E 2013/may/28 2015/jul/31 83.77

1019983 AVERILL SW 145582 (100%) 082E 2013/jun/01 2015/jul/31 62.85

1024505 TWIN CREEK 145582 (100%) 082E 2013/dec/19 2015/jul/31 41.90

1028442 AV W PT 145582 (100%) 082E 2014/may/22 2015/oct/31 20.95

1032615 MCKINLEY-IXL 145582 (100%) 082E 2014/dec/08 2015/jul/31 712.69

1032735 BUFFALO 145582 (100%) 082E 2014/dec/14 2016/feb/25 41.89

1032842 W BANNER 145582 (100%) 082E 2014/dec/20 2016/feb/25 20.95

1033089 FRANKLIN CR SE 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jan/03 2015/jul/31 125.78

1036687 BULLION 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 104.78

1036688 ALPHA TWIN 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 146.66

1036689 DANE-NICHOL 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 104.82

1036690 MT FRANKLIN 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 41.92

1036691 UNION 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 62.87

1036692 DANISH 145582 (100%) 082E 2015/jun/12 2015/jul/31 251.49

Total 1886.2  
 
 
 
Regional Geology 

 
 
The Franklin Project covers much of the historic Franklin mining camp.  The area is defined by 
major north-south regional faults that form a graben structure.  The Granby fault, which runs to 
the east of the property, can be traced for more than 100 km to the south, where it forms the 
eastern boundary of the Republic graben in Washington State.  In the Franklin camp area, this 
fault separates older metamorphic rocks to the east from younger intrusive rocks that surround 
and partly underlie the Franklin property. 
 
While plutonic rocks are dominant regionally, the geology of the Franklin camp is more complex 
(Figure 3).  The oldest rocks are a sequence of sediments, volcanics and related intrusives 
known locally as the Franklin Group. These are mapped as part of the Carboniferous Harper 
Ranch Group, and show strong similarities to the Brooklyn formation in the Greenwood-Grand 
Forks area (Caron 2004).  This group includes argillite, conglomerate, chert, tuffaceous 
siltstone, limestone and greenstone, often showing significant alteration.  The Franklin rocks are 
intruded by several distinct bodies of plutonic rock, including diorite/granodiorite from the 
Jurassic aged Nelson batholith and related bodies, as well as Jurassic aged porphyry dikes, the 
Jurassic Averill complex and the Eocene Coryell suite, including syenite stocks and 
lamprophyre dikes.  Overlying the Franklin rocks and much of the intrusive rock are Eocene 
clastic sediments of the Kettle River formation.  In addition to sandstones and conglomerates, 
these rocks include tuffs and some areas of rhyolite.  These are in turn overlain by andesites 
and trachytes of the Eocene Marron formation, which mainly occur at higher elevations. 
 
The Franklin rocks were the main focus of early exploration in the Mt McKinley and Mt Franklin 
areas, particularly for precious metal-bearing quartz veins and for silicified zones and skarn 
deposits with high base metal values along limestone contacts. Another type of mineralization 
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identified in the early days of exploration was the so-called ‘Black Lead’ zones of shear hosted 
massive chalcopyrite with some PGM values.  These tend to form small erratic pods along 
contact zones of the pyroxenite phase of the Averill plutonic complex.  The Averill complex was 
originally correlated to the Eocene Coryell intrusives, but recent dating suggests a Jurassic age.  
The complex covers much of the north end of the Franklin camp and is a concentrically zoned 
differentiated intrusion with pyroxenite at its centre, grading outward through monzogabbro to 
monzonite, with trachytic syenite intruding the pyroxenite and monzogabbro along the axis of 
the pluton.  The black lead mineralization generally occurs along the syenite-pyroxenite 
contacts. 
 
Other possible styles of mineralization have been identified in more recent exploration 
programs, including epithermal gold and volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS).  Several areas 
of epithermal-style alteration and veining have been identified associated with intrusive contact 
zones but no significant economic mineralization has yet been identified in these areas.  There 
are also apparent intrusive contact zones associated with low-grade base metal mineralization 
that have seen very limited exploration.  The potential for VMS mineralization is suggested by 
the correlation of the Franklin rocks with similar formations along the Granby fault to the south, 
where economic VMS deposits have been discovered in the Belcher district in Washington 
State. 
 
 
Local Geology 
 

The Franklin Property is primarily underlain by Franklin group rocks and the overlying Eocene 
sediments and volcanic rocks of the Kettle River and Marron formations.  The property also 
includes significant intrusive contact zones in and around the Franklin rocks.  To the northwest 
the project area covers part of the Averill complex, including several known occurrences of the 
‘Black Lead’ mineralization and significant exposures of pyroxenite. 
 
The project area partly overlaps the main historic producers in the camp, the Union and 
McKinley, and the other two historic producers, the Maple Leaf and the Homestake, both lie just 
outside the property boundary. While the actual mine workings are held by active crown granted 
claims, these are small and do not cover potential extensions or parallel zones.  By far the most 
important ore zones discovered to date were at the Union Mine (see Table 3, below).  The ore 
was a relatively low sulphide replacement-style vein with some adjacent zones of higher base 
metal sulphide content.  The mineralization consisted of a zone of almost complete replacement 
of a limestone horizon in Franklin sediments which was later fractured into small irregular 
sections by multiple faults.  Precious metal grades were highest at the intersections of these 
faults, indicating that the faulting also played a role in later mineralization. 
 
Ore grades diminished with depth and to the east, and the vein was truncated by a larger fault 
to the west.  More recent exploration has identified small ore remnants and unmined zones 
within the old workings, but no significant extensions of the mineralization have been found 
since active mining ceased in the 1940’s.  Recent drilling to the west of the western fault 
boundary identified a silicified zone carrying anomalous precious metal values, but it is not clear 
whether this is an extension of the Union zone.  Mill tailings are deposited within the Franklin 
property boundaries, to the south of the mine, and parts of these have been reprocessed on two 
separate occasions. 
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CPH – Carboniferous to Permian Harper Ranch Group – volcaniclastic rocks 

ECsy – Eocene Coryell Plutonic Suite – syenitic to monzonitic intrusive rocks 

EPeMK – Eocene Penticton Group: Marron, Kettle River, Springbrook, Marama and Skaha Formations – undivided 
volcanic rocks  

KOL – Cretaceous Okanogan Batholith: Ladybird and Valhalla Intrusions – undivided intrusive rocks 

MJqr – Middle Jurassic – granite, alkali feldspar granite intrusive rocks 

MJNqd – Middle Jurassic Nelson Batholith – granodioritic intrusive rocks 

PrG – Proterozoic Grand Forks Gneiss/Monashee Complex – paragneiss metamorphic rocks 

Figure 3 – Regional Geology, Franklin Camp Area 
 

 
 
A significant band of limestone runs through the Franklin Creek valley with a north-south 
orientation and is associated with the high grade skarn mineralization found at the McKinley 
mine.  Other more poorly defined occurrences have also been identified along this trend and 
may indicate additional skarn mineralization.  At the IXL showing to the west of the McKinley 
Mine, shallow zones of skarn-type mineralization have also been identified.  This area has seen 
considerable modern exploration; including trenching and drilling that has identified significant 
zones of copper gold surface mineralization in Franklin group rocks and altered porphyry 
intrusives in contact with small bodies of Franklin limestone.  Drilling has shown that some of 
the best exposures of surface mineralization are cut off at shallow depths by intrusive rocks, 
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however the mineralized rocks are covered by Eocene sediments to the east and possible 
thickening in this direction has not yet been tested.  In addition, at least one hole has shown 
more significant depths of lower grade copper-gold mineralization in both Franklin volcanics and 
porphyry intrusives. 
 
In the Mt Franklin area numerous small quartz veins have been identified in Franklin rocks, 
some carrying significant gold and/or base metals.  The best known occurrences in this area, 
the Homestake and the Banner, lie just outside the claim area, but several are also known 
within the project area.  These include the Bullion and Verde showings as well as unnamed 
occurrences in the Twin Creek area.  On the southeast flank of Mt Franklin pyrite, chalcopyrite 
and copper carbonate mineralization occurs in Franklin rocks near the contact with Eocene 
volcanics at the Nellie showing.  This area reportedly shows evidence of hydrothermal alteration 
associated with nearby intrusives. 
 
 In the northwest part of the property the Franklin rocks are intruded by the Averill complex, and 
several occurrences of copper mineralization with platinum values were historically reported 
within the project boundaries.  These include at least two styles of mineralization.  The first type 
of occurrence is as shear zones along the pyroxenite contact at the Golden and Buffalo 
showings, which are typical of the Black Lead type of mineralization, while the second type 
consists of larger zones of pyroxenite carrying disseminated copper mineralization.  This is the 
style at the Ottawa showing and may also be closely related to the Evening Star and Blue Jay 
showings, which are reported as disseminated copper in pyroxenite.  The Buffalo showing may 
also include areas of this type of mineralization. The mineralization historically reported from the 
Averill complex has been primarily the Black Lead type, found in narrow and discontinuous 
shear zones along contact zones between pyroxenite and syenite, where copper, platinum and 
sometimes other precious metals appear to be concentrated by secondary hydrothermal 
enrichment.  It has been suggested that the source of these values is enriched heavy mineral 
differentiated zones within the intrusive, likely within the pyroxenite phase.  More recent work 
also points toward extensive low-grade copper mineralization within the pyroxenite, particularly 
where wider sections of pyroxenite are exposed in the northwest part of the complex. 
 
To the east of Burrell Creek few mineral showings are reported, but recent work has identified at 
least one previously explored mineralized shear zone in Franklin volcanics not far from a 
contact with granodiorite intrusive rocks.  The Dane showing includes significant gold values in 
addition to copper and silver values.  High copper and silver values with minor to significant gold 
values is a more common pattern of mineralization to the south, normally occurring in east-west 
striking veins or shear zones.  The highest value veins in the Mt. Franklin area are more 
typically associated with lead and zinc mineralization, also often with high silver values.  To the 
south, in addition to the small east-west striking copper-bearing vein structures, there are 
showings of high grade contact mineralization, intrusive related copper-zinc and copper-
molybdenum mineralization as well as epithermal-style vein systems in granodiorite which are 
locally reported to carry minor gold values.  
 
A summary of all known showings occurring within the Franklin project claim area is included in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2:  Franklin Projects  - Documented Mineral Occurences

Name Minfile # Location Minerals Reported Grades Width Year

(m)

Minfile showings

Ottawa 082ENE061 Franklin Crk Pt, Cu 2.06 g/t Pt grab 1918

Buffalo 082ENE008 McDonald Crk Cu, Pt, Pd 6.51 g/t Pt grab 1918

Blue Jay 082ENE054 McDonald Crk Ag, Cu 2.7 g/t Ag, 0.24% Cu grab 1988

Royal Tinto 082ENE010 McDonald Crk Fe

Verde 082ENE020 Twin Creek Au, Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn 5.5 g/t Au grab 1915

Alpha 082ENE052 Mt. Franklin Au, Ag, Cu 0.68 g/t Au, 3.42 g/t Ag, 0.8% Cu 1.5 m 1965

Golden 082ENE053 Mt. Franklin Pt, Cu 2.06 g/t Pt grab 1918

Bullion 082ENE013 Mt. Franklin Ag, Au, Cu, Pb, Zn 1.1 g/t Au, 100 g/t Ag, 2.5% Pb grab 2003

Jimmy 082ENE042 Mt. Franklin Ag, Pb, Zn 20.0 g/t Ag,1.94% Pb, 3.40% Zn grab 1988

Yellow Jacket 082ENE021 Mt. Franklin Cu, Pb, Zn

Franklin Limestone 082ENE062 Mt. Franklin Limestone

Nellie 082ENE059 Mt. Franklin Cu

Little 082ENE004 Dinsmore Crk Pb, Zn 1.82 g/t Au, 1.9 g/t Ag 0.07 2006

IXL 082ENE033 Mt. McKinley Cu, Au, Pb, Zn 3.85 g/t Au, 0.8% Cu 5.5 2003

Non-minfile occurences

Dane Dane Crk Au, Ag, Cu 2.16 g/t Au, 162 g/t Ag, 5.7% Cu grab 2006

Golden Zone Gloucester Crk Au

Mary Ann Gloucester Crk Au

Evening Star Franklin Crk Pt, Cu, Au, Ag $0.49 to $14.35 in Au, Cu and Ag 2-400 m 1906

Last Chance Mt. McKinley Au, Ag 1.9 g/t Au, 13.5 g/t Ag, 0.1% Zn grab 2005

Jack Mt. McKinley Zn, Ag, Cu 17.5 g/t Ag, 2.9% Pb, 6.5% Zn grab 2005

 
 
 

Property History 
 
The property has a long history of exploration, and some minor development.  None of the 
recorded past producing mines of the Franklin camp are directly covered by the property, although 
the principal ones are located on small active crown-granted mineral claims that are partly or fully 
overlain by MTO claims that are part of the property.  The property covers much of the historical 
Franklin camp, which was actively explored beginning in the 1890’s, and was the source of minor 
base metal and significant precious metal production (Table 2) in the first half of the last century. 
 
Exploration in the Franklin camp area began around 1896, when the first claims were staked.  
The camp was very active in the early 1900’s when most of the principal showings were 
discovered and developed with small shafts and adits.  As early as 1901 the Banner vein had 
seen considerable development and test shipments had been made, although there is no record 
of the production from that vein.  During this same period considerable development occurred 
on the McKinley property and ore shipments may have been made during that period, although 
again there is no record of the production. 
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Table 3. Historical Production from the Franklin Camp

Mine Years of Production Gold Production Historical Grades

Operation (tonnes) (ounces)

Union 1913-89 122,555 55,525 14.1 g/t Au, 353 g/t Ag, 0.2% Zn, 0.1% Pb, 0.01% Cu

Maple Leaf 1915-16 36 2 1.7 g/t Au, 172 g/t Ag, 7.6% Cu

Homestake 1940-41 453 223 15.3 g/t Au, 30.0 g/t Ag, 0.12% Zn, 0.06% Pb

McKinley 1949 132 2 0.47 g/t Au, 215 g/t Ag, 17.1% Zn, 11.2% Pb

 
 
 
The first actual recorded production from the camp came from the Maple Leaf prospect. In 1915 
and 1916 two small shipments of copper ore were made.  At the smelter this ore was found to 
carry an average of 8 g/t platinum, which resulted in new interest in the Franklin Camp for its 
PGM potential. 
 
In 1918 the federal government’s munitions department carried out an evaluation of the platinum 
potential of the entire camp following the identification of the metal in the shipments from the Maple 
Leaf mine.  Numerous showings of copper from ‘Black Lead’ and pyroxenite zones were sampled, 
with grades ranging from less than 1 g/t to 13 g/t Pt, with the highest grades coming from the 
Maple Leaf workings.  Samples from within the claim boundaries of the Franklin Project include a 
sample from a small shaft on the Golden claim, which assayed 2.06 g/t Pt, a sample from the shaft 
dump, assaying 6.51 g/t and another from open cuts assaying 2.74 g/t from the Buffalo claim, and 
a sample from large open cuts on the Ottawa claim that assayed 2.06 g/t. While there is limited 
information about the samples collected, the Ottawa showing has been described as open cuts 
exposing pyroxenite mineralized with disseminated copper.  It is not known if the 1918 platinum 
sample came from a small concentration or from the broader disseminated mineralization. 
 
The Union vein was discovered in 1913 when a silicified zone near earlier workings on a quartz 
vein carrying lead and zinc was found to be rich in gold and silver.  Shipments of high grade ore 
began almost immediately from a large open cut, with adits later developed to access more of 
the ore.  Development and small shipments continued from the Union vein until 1920, when 
operations were shut down due to the high cost of transporting ore to the smelter. 
 
In 1927 Hecla Mining Company bonded the Union and Maple Leaf properties and began to 
develop milling ore on the Union vein.  By 1929 a 145 ton per day concentrator had been 
constructed and milling operations began in 1930.  Full mine production lasted until 1932, when 
most of the known ore had been mined out, and the mine closed in 1933.  In that same year a 
cyanidation plant was constructed to retreat the tailings, which operated from 1934-36.  Lease 
operators produced a small amount of additional ore between 1937 and 1942.  During this same 
period a small amount of ore was also produced from the nearby Homestake mine. 
 
In 1964 Franklin Mines Ltd acquired most of the Franklin camp and carried out geological and 
geophysical surveys along with limited sampling of old workings.  This included sampling of the 
Alpha tunnel, within the current project area, which averaged 0.12% Cu and 1 g/t Ag over its entire 
18 meter length, with the 3 meters before the face assaying 0.41% Cu, 5.1 g/t Ag and 0.69 g/t Au.  
They also mapped the Buffalo area and carried out detailed sampling of a 33 meter adit on the 
Buffalo claim.  Samples showed minimal precious metals values, but there were copper values, 
including an average of 0.34% Cu over 12 meters of the tunnel toward the face. 
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In 1968 Newmont Exploration acquired part of the camp and carried out a work program which 
included airborne and ground geophysics, trenching and drilling of three holes at the IXL showing 
in 1969.  Limited information is available regarding this work program, but in general, good 
mineralization was encountered in trenches but this same mineralization was not found in the drill 
core.  One of the holes reportedly encountered ultramafic rocks with disseminated chalcopyrite, but 
this zone was not assayed. 
 
In 1979 Pearl Resource acquired part of the camp, including the Union mine and surrounding area.  
Their work focused on the Union mine and included re-opening the lowest adit and a program of 
underground drilling in 1984. 
 
In 1986 Longreach Resources Ltd acquired a large part of the Franklin camp and carried out an 
exploration program that included geochemical sampling, geophysical surveys and drilling of 
several targets, primarily aimed at platinum.  The following year the property was renamed the 
Platinum Blonde property and optioned to Placer Development Limited who carried out additional 
drilling, prospecting and geochemical sampling over the entire property.  This project was also 
focused mainly on PGM mineralization and the property primarily covered the northern part of the 
camp, overlapping much of the northern and north-western portions of the current Franklin project 
claims.  This work identified several precious and base metal soil anomalies, some of which do not 
appear to have been fully investigated, including a strong and fairly extensive copper anomaly in 
the northwest, in an area likely underlain by a pyroxenite zone in the Averill complex rocks, and 
roughly corresponding to the areas of the historical Ottawa and Evening Star claims.  Prospecting 
also resulted in several gold-bearing samples being collected in the Twin Creek area, including one 
assaying 16.8 g/t Au.  No follow-up in this area is recorded.  
 
From 1987 to 89 Sumac Ventures ran a heap leach operation on the Union mine tailings, 
reportedly recovering 13,300 grams of gold and about 400,000 grams of silver from 42,500 tonnes 
of tailings and waste rock.  The operation appears to have been terminated due to operational 
difficulties rather than depletion of the available values. 
 
In 1991 Canamax conducted an airborne geophysical survey over the IXL area along with rock and 
soil sampling.  A new zone of low-grade copper mineralization in diorite was identified about 1.5 km 
south of the main IXL showing. 
 
In 1993 and 94 Sway Resources drilled up to 29 short diamond drill holes and 14 percussion holes 
in the Banner-Homestake area and carried out rock and silt sampling, and diamond drilled 900 
meters in 8 holes at the IXL showing, but available results of this work are very limited and poorly 
documented.  Some high grade drill intercepts were reported to the west of the Homestake 
workings at the North Banner showing, as well as high grade surface samples from at least two 
separate locations on the Deadwood Crown Grant.. 
 
In 2001 Tuxedo Resources Ltd. acquired much of the south and west portions of the Franklin camp 
and an airborne geophysical survey was flown that year.  In 2003 rock sampling, soil geochemistry, 
trenching and a small drill program were carried out in the IXL and Banner-Homestake areas.  
Good mineralization was encountered, but the extent was limited.  In addition, there were at least 
one strong gold and base metal soil anomaly identified int eh North Deadwood area that has not 
been fully explored. A single drill hole showed significant widths of low grade gold mineralization 
below the IXL trenches. 
 
In 2004 Solitaire Minerals carried out trenching and a limited drill program in the Union and Maple 
Leaf areas.  Drilling failed to clearly identify a western extension of the Union vein, but a promising 
silicified zone carrying anomalous precious metal values was intersected under a cap of overlying 
volcanic rocks.  Work on the Maple Leaf crush zone, to the north of the old Maple Leaf workings, 
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identified low grade gold mineralization with intermittent bands of high grade base metal 
mineralization that also carried higher gold grades. 
 
Also in 2004, New Cantech Ventures conducted an 11 hole, 1741 meter drill program at the IXL 
showing, indicating that encouraging surface mineralization encountered in trenches was generally 
cut off at shallow depths by feldspar porphyry and syenite intrusions.  Follow-up work in 2005 by 
Nanika Resources Inc. found evidence of new mineralized zones to the east, near the McKinley 
mine, mainly based on samples showing good zinc grades, but also occasional samples with good 
copper, silver and gold grades at the Jack and Last Chance showings.  No follow-up work was 
reported. 
 
In 2006 and 2007 Yankee Hat Minerals conducted limited rock sampling and prospecting in the 
Dane and Little area and conducted an airborne geophysical survey covering much of the Franklin 
camp, including some less-explored areas to the east of Burrell Creek.  Few strong targets were 
identified with the exception of a relatively strong conductivity target to the south of the Dane 
showing.  A small subcrop sample of gold in quartz was also found somewhat further to the south, 
a few hundred meters northwest of the probable location of the Little showing.  
 
Sampling by Crucible Resources between 2012 and 2014 confirmed the presence of high grade 
copper-gold-silver mineralization at the Dane showing, and soil sampling showed some anomalous 
base metal values in the same area.  Copper-gold mineralization was identified at the Nellie 
showing, and in the northwest multiple occurrences of low grade copper mineralization were found, 
with some showing minor precious metal values as well.  The old Union tailings were sampled to 
estimate remaining values with positive results and limited quantities of mineralized waste rock or 
ore were also found to be stockpiled near the tailings site.  
 
 
Summary of Work 
 
Based on previous sampling of the Union tailings, a composite sample was prepared and a small 
program of metallurgical testing was carried out to provide an initial evaluation of the precious 
metal recovery potential using alternative leaching methods with low environmental impacts.   The 
methods chosen made use of reagents described in literature as suitable for gold leaching, without 
the use of cyanide.  Four leach tests were completed using sulphur and/or salt based leaching 
solutions, with the objective of extracting gold and silver into the leach solution.  In addition to 
allowing comparison of the different leaching methods, results provided insight into the accessibility 
of the remaining precious metal minerals in the tailings and confirmation of the grade of the 
prepared composite.  Some evaluation of analytical variability expected from the tailings was also 
included. 
 
Some limited success was obtained from these tests, including higher than expected calculated 
head grades.  Based on work to date, there are significant recoverable values remaining in the 
Union Mine tailings and preparation was therefore made for further testing and evaluation. 
 
 
 

Work Program 
 
Testing and Data Collection 

 
Testwork was carried out using representative sub-samples of a previously prepared composite 
sample of Union mine tailings.  The composite was prepared from a series of grab samples 
collected in 2013 from various locations on the Union tailings site.  Relevant original sample 
locations are identified on the map in Appendix 1.  Original assay results for individual tailings 
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samples, along with analytical results for the prepared composite sample head and back-calculated 
head grades from metallurgical testing, are summarized in Table 4.  Complete test reports for each 
metallurgical test are included in Appendix 2.  Each report details test conditions, and includes a 
mass balance for targeted metals. Assay reports are included in Appendix 2.  All leach test 
residues were washed, filtered, dried and weighed before being submitted for analysis.  Leach 
solutions were filtered, weighed and a 10 ml sub-sample was withdrawn and submitted for a 34 
element ICP-ES analysis.  Solid samples were digested in aqua regia using a 0.5 gram sample 
and analyzed with a 36 element scan by ICP-MS.  All solid sample analyses were carried out by 
Bureau Veritas Commodities Canada Ltd (formerly Acme Analytical Laboratories Ltd.) in 
Vancouver.  Solution analyses were carried out by Kemetco Research Inc. in Richmond, BC, which 
is also where the leach testing was conducted. 
 
The tests carried out are described below. 
 
 

Table 4 - Summary of Composite Sample and Calculated Test Heads

Sample # Date Description Width Au Ag Cu Pb Zn

(m) g/t g/t % % %

Union Area - Tailings Samples

CR130704-T1 04/07/2013 Tailings pile 1 - southwest (0.3 m depth) 1.73 87.7 0.009 0.03 0.06

CR130704-T2 04/07/2013 Tailings pile 2 - crest 1.32 66.0 0.007 0.02 0.05

CR130704-T3 04/07/2013 Tailings pile 3 - lower slope 1.22 60.0 0.009 0.02 0.06

CR130704-T4 04/07/2013 Tailings pile 3 - northeast slope 0.24 16.2 0.005 0.02 0.06

CR130704-T6 04/07/2013 Tailings pile 1 - northeast 2.10 79.5 0.006 0.01 0.04

FRT Comp 02/05/2014 Union  Tailings Composite 1.20 57.8 0.008 0.02 0.06

Tailings Leach Tests - Calculated Heads

FRT-L1 24/02/2015 Chloride leach 1.89 49.6 - 0.02 0.06

FRT-L2 03/03/2015 High pH chloride leach 0.91 52.7 - 0.02 0.06

FRT-L3 19/03/2015 Polysulphide leach 1 1.49 53.1 - 0.02 0.06

FRT-L4 01/05/2015 Polysulphide leach 2 1.53 45.6 - 0.02 0.06

 
 
Union Tailings Composite Preparation 

 
A series of 5 samples were collected from the Union tails site during a site visit in 2013.  These 
samples (CR130704-T1 to CR130704-T4 and CR130704-T6) were from widely distributed 
locations within the tailings, which are stacked in a series of piles on the site.  Each sample was 1-
2 kg and each was taken from approximately 15-30 cm below surface to avoid surface 
contamination.  These samples were each previously analyzed, with gold grades ranging from 0.2 
to 2.1 g/t (Table 4). 
 
The bulk of the samples were then composited to produce a single large tailings sample, which 
was homogenized and then split with a riffle splitter into representative test lots of approximately 1 
kg each.  A composite head sample was also split out for assay (‘FRT Comp’ – Table 4).  The head 
assay for the composite was 1.2 g/t Au and 58 g/t Ag, which was slightly below the average of the 
individual samples.  Base metal values in these tailings are low.  A particle size distribution for the 
composite showed a P80 size of approximately 95 microns, but also more than 50% of the 
composite material was finer than 400 mesh (38 microns), indicating that handling of very fine 
material would be an important factor in any processing method. 
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To facilitate an initial scoping test program of alternative leaching systems, a small split sub-sample 
was further riffle-split to produce five representative samples of approximately 100 grams each for 
comparative tests. 
 
 
Union Tails Composite Leach Testing 
 

The initial approach with these tailings was to look at potential low-environmental-impact 
alternatives to cyanide leaching. These tailings have already been partially treated at least twice 
using cyanide extraction, the most recent time being a heap-leach style operation run by Sumac 
Ventures in the late 1980’s.  This last operation was reportedly ended at least in part due to 
environmental concerns with the cyanide leach operation, and site remediation work was required 
afterward.  It is therefore unlikely that a similar operation would again be allowed at the site, so any 
potential retreatment would need to consider a different approach that provided a lower risk of 
contamination.  Due to the relatively low tonnage and limited values the method would also need to 
be suited to low capital and operating costs. 
 
Many alternatives to cyanide have been proposed in literature, and some have even seen limited 
commercial use, but no one method has yet been demonstrated as being a generally applicable 
alternative, so any alternative method would need to be developed to suit the particular application.  
As these tailings are low in base metals and sulphides, two neutral to high pH methods were 
chosen for the initial investigation.  These were alkaline chloride and polysulphide leaching 
methods, both of which also use simple biodegradable reagents that would also be readily recycled 
in a treatment process.  Test reports for all four tests completed are included in Appendix 2. 
 
 
Test L1 
 
The first test was an alkaline chloride leach using common salt (NaCl) and ammonium chloride 
(NH4Cl) as chloride sources and ammonia (NH4OH) as the source of alkalinity.  The test was run 
for a planned length of 72 hours as a bottle roll with a 50% pulp density.  This was the only one of 
the four tests that showed significant gold leaching, including a value of 1.5 mg/l Au in one solution 
sample, which at 50% solids equates to approximately 1.5 g/t Au extracted from the solids.  The 
final solution value was less (0.6 mg/l), but the overall test balance resulted in a calculated head of 
nearly 1.9 g/t and final gold extraction of 57%.  Silver was also leached, but extraction was very 
low, at about 6%, and the calculated head was slightly lower than the composite assay (50 vs. 58 
g/t). 
 
 
Test L2 
 
The second test was a variation on the chloride chemistry used in the first test.  All conditions were 
the same with the exception of the addition of 1 M (40 g/l) of NaOH to create a very high-alkaline 
environment (pH >13 compared with a pH of 10.5-11 in test L1).  This change had a strongly 
negative effect on the results, with no gold or silver leaching detected.  The calculated head grade 
was also low in this test (0.9 g/t Au). 
 
 
Test L3 
 
The first polysulphide leaching test used sodium hydrosulphide (NaHS) and sulphur to produce 
polysulphides, with ammonia (NH4OH) addition for pH control, maintaining the pH at approximately 
12.  This test was shorter than the others (25 hours), but there was no indication in the results that 
extraction increased beyond the first few hours.  While this test was unsuccessful in leaching gold, 
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silver extraction was significantly improved, at 21%.  Residue assays also indicated higher gold 
values than the composite head, at 1.5 g/t, and the calculated silver head was closer to the 
assayed value than in other tests, at 53 g/t. 
 
 
Test L4 
 
The final test covered by this report used similar polysulphide chemistry to test L3, but used 
hydrated lime (Ca(OH)2) rather than ammonia to control the pH in the range of 11-12.  The results 
were very similar to test L3, with no gold detected in the leach solution and only silver recovered to 
any appreciable degree.  This test was run longer than L3, with the recovered silver showing a 
decline over time, indicating that whatever leaching was achieved occurs quickly, followed by slow 
re-precipitation.  This appeared to show that the leaching reagent was unstable under these 
conditions. 
 
 
Interpretation of Results 

 
These tests were only a preliminary evaluation of two of the alternative .extraction methods for the 
precious metals remaining in the Union tailings.  Results differed greatly among the four tests, with 
chloride being more successful with gold and polysulphide showing better results for silver.  In 
general, however, only the first test, using chloride chemistry with low alkalinity showed significant 
promise.   
 
This test was most effective for gold, but some minor leaching of silver was also seen, indicating 
that further optimization may be possible.  Final gold recovery of 57% may also have been 
deceptively low, as an earlier sample gave a much higher gold value, suggesting re-precipitation.  
While this implies that the gold complex formed may not be very stable, it also indicates that the 
leaching occurs quickly, so that a much shorter retention time may be of benefit, resulting in both 
improved recovery and reduced plant costs.  Further follow-up and optimization of this type of 
leaching would appear to be justified, and may provide an option for economic processing of low 
grade resources such as these tailings. 
 
The higher calculated head grades seen in seen in some of these tests is an indication of sample 
variability and possible nugget effect from particulate gold.  Evaluating the economic potential 
remaining in these tailings and the mineralized waste rock also present at the site, will depend on 
more detailed sampling and likely the use of metallurgical methods for pre-concentration to 
enhance the reliability of gold assays representing larger samples. 
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Statement of Costs 
 
Metallurgical testing 

 
Sample Preparation, Test Design and Analysis  

(Doug Warkentin, P.Eng:  8 hours @ $55/hr)      $440.00 
 
Metallurgical Testwork  

(Doug Warkentin, P.Eng.: 40 hours @$55/hr)   $2200.00 
 
 
Sample Analysis 
 
Sample Preparation (4 samples @ $9.85/sample)         $39.39 
 
Sample Assaying (3 samples @ $21.02/sample) 
   (10 samples @ $35/sample)       $413.05 
 
 
Data Compilation and Report Preparation        $990.00 
 
 
Total Cost         $4,082.44 

 
  
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 1 – Sample Location Map 
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Appendix 2 – Metallurgical Test Reports 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 3 – Assay Reports 
 
 

  



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 




